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Orca Expands Black Hole Line with Automotive Tape and Protection 
New products provide one-stop solution for sound control, installation integrity 

CAMARILLO, CALIF., February 19, 2019 (MEDIAWIRE) – Orca Design and Manufacturing announced it has 
added vehicle and wiring protection products under the Black Hole brand. Now available, the Black Hole 
Tape line includes several premium options to protect wire routing, affix components and prevent panel 
damage during installation. The line addition gives authorized Orca brand retailers a complete, one-stop 
solution to minimize noise and provide OEM-level system integrity.  

The Black Hole Tape line suits a variety of applications in various sizes to fit the specific task. For long-term 
or intensive installation jobs, paint protection tape lets installers protect body panels from dust, debris 
and liquids. Double-sided tapes come in thin acrylic and high-bond foam to affix components with OEM-
level strength and longevity. And interior and exterior harness tapes protect and organize wire runs while 
maintaining the look and durability of factory harnesses.  

“Orca prides itself on supplying premium, high-performance audio components, and our Black Hole 
accessory line complements our audio products with uncompromising noise elimination and sound 
absorption,” said Kimon Bellas, president of Orca. “Adding OEM-grade tape and panel protection gives 
technicians the ability to make what can’t be seen as safe and stylish as what can be seen.” 

The product line will be added to the Black Hole website, blackhole-america.com, in the coming weeks. 
Retailers can request specific product information and pricing from authorized Orca sales representatives, 
and review the line in the Focal booth during the upcoming KnowledgeFest trade show and education 
conference, February 23-25 at the Long Beach Convention Center in Long, Beach, Calif. For more 
information on the company, please visit orcadesign.com. 

About Orca Design and Manufacturing 
Based in Southern California, Orca acts as importer/distributor, designer and manufacturer for a variety 
of notable brands. We are the sole U.S. distributor for Focal mobile audio, and import speakers by Gladen 
Audio of Germany and Italian-made Mosconi amplifiers. In addition, we design quality products under the 
Illusion Audio brand, and offer Blackhole damping materials and Raven pure ribbon tweeters for home 
and mobile installations alike. For more information, visit our website at orcadesign.com.  
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